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American blues 'n' roots music by a British guitar-player living in Oakland, California, 10 MP3 Songs

BLUES: Guitar Blues, BLUES: Electric Blues Details: STEVE GANNON London, England-born guitarist

Steve Gannon came to Oakland, California in 1982 and soon became active on the local blues scene,

initially playing at after-hours clubs and jam-sessions and then working with the bands of J.J. Malone,

Eddie Ray and Sonny Rhodes with whom he co-produced the critically-acclaimed 'Just Blues' album. For

six years he was guitarist in Troyce Keys' houseband at Oakland's 'Eli Mile High Club' where he

accompanied artists such as Lowell Fulson, Jimmy McCracklin, Buddy Ace, Sugar Pie DeSanto and

Charlie Musselwhite. For almost fifteen years he hosted the popular 'Blue Monday' jam-session at Larry

Blake's in Berkeley, artists who dropped by and sat in included Ike Turner, Irma Thomas, Joe Louis

Walker, Harvey Mandel and many others. In recent years he has toured the U.S. with Sonny Rhodes and

Lady Bianca and has played many festival and concert-hall dates with both Jimmy McCracklin and Sugar

Pie DeSanto (including this years' San Francisco Blues Festival). For the last four years he has been a

member of the Craig Horton Blues Band with whom he has recorded and toured extensively in the U.S.A.

and Europe. Recording credits include albums by Jimmy McCracklin, Sonny Rhodes, Sugar Pie DeSanto,

J.J.Malone, Craig Horton, Jimi Mamou and Freddie Hughes as well as two albums under his own name,

'Oaktown' and '52 Ford'. Review of 'Oaktown' Here's an interesting release from an Oakland veteran who

is originally from London, England, Steve Gannon came to Oakland in 1982 and quickly immersed

himself in the blues, hanging out and playing on stage at the legendary Eli's Mile High club run by the late

Troyce Key a Southerner who'd played the blues all his life mainly in partnership with J.J. Malone. One of

the Eli's regulars, Sonny Rhodes, hired Steve to go on the road with him and he's also played every major

California Blues Festival in the last fifteen years backing the cream of the West Coast vocalists. Recently

Steve has been the host of the Monday Night Blues Jam at Larry Blake's club in Berkeley and this CD

features his Blue Monday band with some special guests, Ms. Dee, Big Bones, Minor Williams (no listing

of who plays/sings on which songs so I'll have to guess) and Christian Rannenberg. Ms. Dee does a fine

job on 'Trouble, trouble' and Williams really shines on 'Too through with you' (I'm assuming it's Minor
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Williams, whoever it is, is damn fine and deserves to be heard by a larger audience). That's the only

complaint I have with this CD - the lack of accurate information such as lineup on tracks and the actual

history of this collection of tracks (I see the term re-release on the insert so I'm assuming this came out

once before, plus the copyright date is from 1992). But, aside from that I have no complaints. The music

is fine West Coast blues and Steve Gannon is a very tasteful guitarist - a cross between Steve Cropper

and Jimmie Vaughan - tight, funky and modern but with a clean sound and a very disciplined style. He's

also a pretty good vocalist as well with a natural and pleasant delivery and that's a big accomplishment

for any blues singer. His backup unit of Kelvin Dixon, Chris Burns and Willie Riser is just as proficient as

he is, and drummer Kelvin Dixon (I'm guessing) is one of the best there is and the bass playing is superb

too. Listening to the often - recorded classic 'Wee Wee Hours', the Chuck Berry tune that turned so many

onto blues, one gets a good clear picture as to the prowess possessed by the Steve Gannon Band. Of

ten tracks four are originals and the six covers get special treatment that instill new life into them. Anyone

who has more than a passing interest in West Coast blues will find much to like with this disc as once

again the under-appreciated and under exploited (I use 'exploited' in a positive sense) Oakland scene

drops a very ripe and tasty treat into our laps. If anyone ever sets up shop in Oakland/Los Angeles with

the sole intention of recording the wealth of talent there, they will 'hit the jackpot'. And this CD is ample

proof. 4 bottles for a CD that is full value for your bucks." Andy Grigg - Real Blues magazine - April/May

'97
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